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1 INTRODUCTION
Beating or refining of chemical pulp has been used by papermakers to introduce 

better papermaking quality for the final product. Untreated chemical pulp fibers 

have low tendency of bonding and flexibility which may result in low paper 

strength properties. Also the formation of sheets can be uneven due to high floc

culation of pulp fibres /1/.

Refining of chemical pulp is one of the most researched areas in papermaking and 

much progress has been already made. Despite this fact there still remain some 

areas and phenomena that are not fully understood. Earlier studies have been fo

cusing mostly on changes produced in pulp and their effect on paper quality, for 

example internal and external fibrillation, fibre shortening and secondary fines 

production /2, 3/. Refining energy and especially forces that eventually create 

these changes have not been studied as thoroughly, hence the need for this project.

The target of this thesis was to construct a laboratory scale refiner for chemical 

pulp (Single Bar Refiner, SBR) to study the refining forces and phenomena itself 

more closely. The specific objective was to enable determination of fractional bar 

coverage and pulp consistency in the gap. A first version of SBR was already built 

as part of an earlier project in which TKK Paper and Printing technology group 

had a significant contribution /4/. However, some changes on the design of the 

SBR were proposed to get a better and more realistic understanding of the me

chanics of chemical pulp refining.

The literature part of this thesis consists of two parts. The first part is a basic in

troduction on low-consistency refining of chemical pulp; history, equipment, ef

fects on fibres etc. The second part gives an understanding about the mechanics 

and forces that take place between the refiner bars and within fibres. Different 

theories of these phenomena will also be introduced in this part. The practical part 

will include the design, construction and some preliminary trials with the Single 

Bar Refiner.
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2 HISTORY OF REFINING
The term “beating” originates from early papermaking history when wet rag fibres 

were manually beaten to disintegrate them and create bonding surfaces. Nowadays 

papermakers still widely talk about beating instead of refining of chemical pulp 

and the term is also found in modem literature. The first mechanical refining de

vices were introduced during the 13th century in Italy where the stamping or 

hammer mills were invented (Figure 1). A battery of heavy pestles fitted with me

tallic surfaces was operated by a shaft that took its energy usually from a water

wheel. Rags were disintegrated to shorter fibres to better suite papermaking de

mands.

Figure 1. Hammer mills used to prepare fibres for papermaking /1/.

Later after the invention of Hollander beaters the refining process became more 

and more mechanized. Better formation and surface properties for end product 

could not be reached if the fibres from chemical pulp or cotton rags retained their 

original length. In Hollander beater (Figure 2) the fibres passed between rotating 

(rotor) and static (stator) bars that enabled fibre length reduction and other refin

ing effects. Most of the modem day refiners are using the same principle. /5, 1/
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3 EQUIPMENT

3.1 Laboratory and pilot scale refiners

3.1.1 Valley beater

Many of the laboratory scale refiners are based on similar construction as the his

torical Hollander beater. This is due to its simple and cost-effective design, ade

quate capacity for laboratory work and reliability. Perhaps the most commonly 

used laboratory refiner in studying basic refining phenomena is the Valley beater, 

also known as the Hollander beater illustrated in Figure 3. It has a rotating cylin

der (rotor) with bars and 2-3 bar equipped counter bed plates as a stator. Hol

lander beaters are batch refiners. They are quite energy intensive but they produce 

a gentle and homogeneous refining result. The fact that both refining energy and 

refining intensity can be independently controlled is also an advantage.

Figure 3. A schematic illustration of a Hollander beater 111.

3.1.2 PFI-mill

The PFI-mill has become a popular laboratory refiner due to the small pulp vol

umes that can be used. Also the versatility of rotational direction and shear rate
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are advantages. It operates in high energy and low intensity mode due to the high 

consistency of pulp, high shear ratio and compression forces. The refining action 

is created by a rotor revolving against the chamber walls. This mechanism inflicts 

compression and shear forces on the fibres. The working principle of the PFI-mill 

generates continuous fibre network redistribution which together with high pulp 

consistency gives a high specific energy. /8/

3.1.3 Escher-Wyss conical laboratory refiner

One of the first conical refiners that enabled laboratory refining under controlled 

conditions was the Escher-Wyss conical laboratory refiner, shown in Figure 4. It 

was developed in the 1950’s specifically for laboratory purposes and later modifi

cations have been introduced to improve the process control.

Dimensions in millimetres

oopoo

---------1450*480

Figure 4. The Escher-Wyss conical laboratory refiner /1/.

Recent versions of the refiner can measure the refining intensity as well as calcu

late the specific energy based on pulp flow and power consumption. Pulp flow is 

controlled both by impellers at the inlet and outlet of the refiner as well as by 

pumping action of the fillings. Sampling is made through a specific valve that was 

designed to prevent settling of the pulp fibres. With conditioned fillings, the refin

ing results are highly reproducible for a certain pulp type.
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3.1.4 Voith LR 40 laboratory refiner

The LR 40 laboratory refiner by Voith has been designed to imitate production 

scale refining treatment as closely as possible. This means that filling design simi

lar to that of a mill-scale refiner can be installed. The only significant difference is 

that the pulp passes the refining zone multiple times which may have an influence 

on the result. After its commissioning in 2002 a study has been made by Kosken- 

hely /9/ concerning its reproducibility and controllability. His results indicate that 

with adequate warm-up time and regular checking of no-load power, measure

ments are reliable. Basic instrumentation and components of the LR 40 laboratory 

refiner are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Basic instrumentation and mechanical parts of the laboratory refiner LR 40 191.

3.1.5 ProLab laboratory refiner

One of the latest inventions in laboratory refining equipment is the ProLab refin

ing station built by Metso Paper (Figure 6). The fully automated refiner unit con

sists of a pulper, mixing chest, Mohno-pump, refiner housing with main motor, 

sampling device and appropriate piping. The refiner can be used in both disc and 

conical mode, and sampling is delivered automatically at predefined levels of spe

cific energy. The ProLab refiner station is a compact solution for research and 

quality control purposes. Table 1 shows the technical specifications of the refiner.
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Figure 6. The ProLab laboratory refining station /1/.

Table 1. Technical specifications of the ProLab laboratory refiner /10/.
Power, kW 30

Rotor diameter, mm
Minimum 58
Maximum 130
Pulp consistency, % 2-7
Pulp flow, Limin 50-120
Pulp feeding pressure, bar 0.5-6.0
Rotational speed, rpm 600-4500

Peripheral speed, m/s
Minimum 5-14
Maximum 10-27
SRE/batch, kW-h/ton 10-45*
SEL, J/m 0.1-6.0*
SSL, J/m2 115-1500*

‘Depending on type of fillings and pulp.

3.2 Production scale refiners

3.2.1 Introduction

Conical and disc refiners are most commonly used in mill-scale refining of chemi

cal pulp. In both configurations pulp is fed via inlet through the refining zone and 

to the outlet. Refiners can have either one or two refiner zones depending on 

whether there are multiple stator elements. Both of these types are believed to
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generate similar refining effects and they are usually controlled by the same 

methods. /9/

3.2.2 Jordan refiner

The first production scale conical refiner was patented by Joseph Jordan and 

Thomas Easton in 1858. The angle of the rotor was approximately 11-16° and the 

pulp consistency was around 3-4 %. Cross-section of a typical Jordan-type conical 

refiner is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Cross-section of a Jordan-type refiner /7/.

The refining result was mostly fibre cutting with the traditional coarse type fill

ings, but when fine bars were used, the resulting fibre treatment was excellent. For 

this reason Jordan refiners could be used for all kinds of fibre types. However due 

to the size, service time requirements and low capacity, the number of these refin

ers has decreased. /7, 1/

3.2.3 Claflin refiner

Claflin-type conical refiner was introduced around 1920. Its construction is close 

to that of Jordan refiner with the differences being a wider rotor angle of about 

30° and a higher peripheral speed /1/. Higher speed was probably causing less 

fibre shortening than with Jordan refiners. Figure 8 shows a typical Claflin-type 

refiner.
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Figure 8. A Claflin refiner (left) and its typical fillings (right) /II.

3.2.4 Modern conical refiners

Nowadays there are several suppliers for conical refiners. A common cone angle 

of around 20° is widely used, and other typical features like energy efficiency and 

high production capacity are obvious features to meet the requirements of modem 

papermaking. Some double- and triple-conical refiner designs are also available.

3.2.5 Disc refiners

Disc refiners can be divided into groups depending on the number of discs that are 

used. Single-disc refiners are used commonly in high-consistency refining be

cause their capacity in low-consistency refining does not meet the requirements of 

papermaking today. Also the feeding of low-consistency pulp into a single disc 

refiner is difficult. J. and R. Kingsland introduced the first known disc refiner in 

1856 /1/. It had one disc rotating and the other one stationary. The popularity of 

disc refiners started to increase when D. M. Sutherland produced the Sutherland 

disc refiner illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The design of a Sutherland disc refiner /11/.
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Later, several double-disc designs based on this original refiner have been devel

oped. In this type of design the pulp flow is divided through two refining zones 

formed on both sides of the rotator disc. Problem with this type of design is that 

the pulp flow is often split unevenly between the refining zones, which can lead to 

a less homogenous refining result. An example of a modem double disc refiner for 

low-consistency refining is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. AVoith Sulzer Double-Disc refiner/7/.

3.3 Refiner fillings

There are several materials and material composites available for producing re

finer fillings. The manufacturing process can be casting, welding, and machining 

or laser technology which can produce very narrow grooves and bars on the fill

ings. Decreasing groove and bar width has been the trend in recent decades to 

allow the refiner to operate with a lower calculated intensity, SEL and will result 

in having a higher cutting edge length in the refiner due to the increase in the 

number of bars per refiner area. /11/

Studies show that a high bar angle is more likely to promote fibrillation and a low 

bar angle can cause fibre cutting. This is due to the fact that fibres subjected to 

parallel bar edges are more likely to experience cutting effect than fibrillation. 

Also when refining shorter fibres a lower bar angle of about 20 ° is used com
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pared to a bar angle of about 35 ° when refining longer fibres. These angles allow 

the refiner to rotate in both pumping direction and non-pumping direction. /12, 11/

Sharpness of the bar edge and edges containing small-scale flaws are shown to 

cause severe fibre shortening. Thus the material and wear properties of the leading 

bar edges are also very important parameters /9/. Figure 11 shows a magnification 

of a low-consistency refiner bar edge.

Figure 11. A magnification of a low consistency refiner bar edge /13/.

In his thesis, Koskenhely /9/ has studied the refiner gap behavior using different 

softwood fibre fractions (Figure 12). He concluded that at a given refining inten

sity, the gap of short fibre fraction (SF) was clearly narrower than that of long 

fibre fraction (LF). When refining unffactioned softwood kraft pulp (SWK), the 

gap position was usually at a value between these two fractions. These results are 

assumed to be because of the larger fibre floes in longer fibre fraction.
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Figure 12. Changes in gap size (position of stator) for pressure-screen fractions refined un

der varying intensity and specific energy. Higher value of the stator position means narrower 

gap 191.
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4 EFFECTS OF REFINING

4Л Introduction

If paper is made entirely from unrefined chemical pulp, it will have poor strength 

properties and formation because of very low fibre-bonding potential. In chemical 

pulp refining, fibre properties are modified by mechanical treatment in such way 

that fibre bonding is improved and good formation is achieved for the end prod

uct. Refining is sometimes used also to develop other paper properties such as 

optical properties and porosity.

4.2 Refining mechanism

One view of basic refining mechanism is shown in Figure 13. Fibres are treated 

with metallic bars while mixed with water to 2-6 % consistency. In the first stage 

of refining, fibre floes are collected by the leading edges of the bars. Fibre floe 

receives a strong pressure peak at the stage when edge-to-edge contact occurs 

which leads to most of the water being compressed out of the floe. At this point 

only those fibres that remain in the floe receive the refining treatment. When 

edge-to-surface stage begins, the leading edges compress the fiber floe against the 

bar surface and most of the refining is performed. At this point the average gap 

width is around 100 pm which corresponds to the thickness of 2-20 fibres depend

ing on if they are collapsed or not. The fibre floe remains compressed until the 

bars have crossed each other. The length of the refining impact depends on the 

sharpness, width and angle of the intersecting bars.
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Stator Stator

Rotor

Fiber pick-up Edge to edge Edge to surface

Stator

Rotor

Surface to surface

Figure 13. One view of refining mechanism of chemical pulp fibres 111.

Page /14/ has proposed a mechanism for a single floe behavior in a refiner gap 

(Figure 14). Here most of the fibres are not in contact with the refiner bars, but 

with each other which results in friction between fibres creating shear forces. All 

fibres in the floe are subjected to shear forces depending on the coefficient of fric

tion between fibre and metal or fibre and fibre.

Fibre under Compression 
and Shear

Fibre under 
Tensile Load

Figure 14. Impression of fibres trapped between the passing stator and rotor bars /14/.

4.3 Refining effects on fibres

4.3.1 Internal fibrillation

Fibres receive treatment during refining which forces them to compress and relax 

rapidly. This induces changes in the cell wall structure of the fibres. As a result
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water is able to penetrate the cell wall structure and replace the internal bonds 

causing swelling of the celluloses and hemicelluloses. As a consequence, swelling 

degree, flexibility and conformability of fibres increase which leads to improved 

inter-fibre bonding and strength properties of paper /15, 14/.

4.3.2 External fibrillation

The most visible refining effect is the external fibrillation of fibres. This can be 

seen as fibrils and parts of cell wall on the surface of the fibre under microscope, 

as illustrated in Figure 15. External fibrillation improves the consolidation of the 

sheet and bonding between fibres due to the swollen celluloses and hemicelluloses 

that are covering the bundles of microfibrils /15/.

Figure 15. Lightly refined summerwood fibre showing sheaths and fibrils on surface. Magni
fication lOOx /16/.

4.3.3 Production of fines

By definition, fines fraction is the part of the pulp that passes through the 200 

mesh wire of a Bauer-McNett fractionator. Fines of the chemical pulp can be di

vided into primary and secondary fines. Primary fines are produced during pulp 

cooking and they consist of ray cells, parenchyma cells, bark residues and fibre 

fragments. The secondary fines form during the refining stage due to abrasion of 

fibre against each others or against refiner bars. They consist of primary wall frag
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ments, fibrils and microfibrils /17/. The primary fines content is usually below 2 

%, but after heavy refining the secondary fines content can be much higher.

4.3.4 Fibre cutting and shortening

Fibre cutting and shortening are caused by the breaking of covalent bonds of the 

fibres. When refiner bars pass each other, the mechanical shear results to cutting 

and shortening of the fibres. This cutting effect is more likely to happen during 

early stages of the refining process when the fibres have not yet developed flexi

bility and increased capacity to distribute the energy /12/. Studies have also shown 

that lower refiner peripheral speed is likely to increase fibre shortening /1/.

4.3.5 Fibre straightening

Recent studies have indicated that the straightening of the fibres should be also 

considered as a main effect of chemical pulp refining. Especially in the beginning 

of low-intensity refining the average fibre length appears to increase because of 

fibre straightening /18, 2/.
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5 THEORIES OF REFINING

5.1 Introduction

Many theories of the chemical pulp refining have been developed to determine the 

most suitable refining strategy. Jagenberg was the first scientist back in as early as 

1887 to introduce such terms as “edge length per second” and “beating area” /19/. 

These are still used as a basis for further research. After that a number of more or 

less scientific theories have been developed. This part of the study will introduce 

most commonly accepted and some further developed theories.

The common feature for all low-consistency refining theories is that total applied 

refiner power is divided into net power and no-load power. No-load power should 

be measured by backing off refiner plates with pulp suspension flowing through 

the refiner. Table 2 shows the no-load power for two medium angle conical and 

for two double-disc refiners. Net power is the component that is affecting the fi

bres, and it can be calculated by deducting no-load power from total refiner 

power. 111.

Table 2. No-load power of various types of refiners /7/.

Smaller refiners JC-01 and DO 20 In. Bigger refiners JC-04 and DD 42 in.
Speed No load power. kW Speed No load power. kW

rpm JC-01 DD 20 in. rpm JC-04 DO 42 in.

1 500 150 - 750 610 -

1 200 82 130 720 550 -

1 000 50 73 600 340 390

900 40 50 514 220 250

750 27 35 500 200 230

720 24 32 400 115 120
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5.2 Machine intensity based theories

5.2.1 Introduction

Machine intensity based theories take only machine parameters into account. This 

means that any fibre or pulp related properties are ignored.

5.2.2 Specific edge load

Brecht /20/ has formulated today’s concept of specific refining energy in low- 

consistency refining as follows:

SRE =
(P,o, -Pq )

cF-V

This can also be converted to total refining energy:

P
TRE = —!2L- 

cF V,

(1)

(2)

where

Pto, is total refining power

Po no-load power

cf pulp consistency

V volume flow.

Wultsch and Flucher /21/ introduced their refining theory in 1958. They used the 

number of rotor and stator bars and net refining power per crossing speed to cal

culate bar treatment intensity. Brecht and Siewert /22/ further developed this the

ory by demonstrating the dominant impact of the bar edge. This led to the cur

rently used formula of specific edge load:
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SEL= P,0‘ 0 {Jim)

n-zr -zs •/ (3)

where

n is rotational speed of rotor

zr number of rotor bars

Zj number of stator bars

/ average bar length.

Because the specific edge load theory does not take into account the net energy 

received by fibres, it has its limitations. However it is widely used because of its 

simplicity.

5.2.3 Modified edge load

Meitzer /23/ has recently modified the specific edge load theory by taking also the 

width of the bar and groove along with the average intersecting angle into ac

count:

MEL = SEL------------
2-tan a

Wb+Wg

Wb (4)

where

Wb is width of the bar

Wg width of the groove

a bar angle.

5.2.4 Reference specific edge load

Roux /24/ has proposed a new formula for calculating specific edge load because 

it was seen empirically that original theory does not take into account fillings’ 

geometrical parameter effects on fibre shortening. His version of SEL accounts 

for the geometrical parameters such as sum of grinding angles, sector angle and 

configuration of bars. Reference specific edge load is calculated:
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r0 ÅWb,s+WgÅWb,r+Wg,r) Pne,

S tUTTi ГП „2w — 2/Tú)(l - к3 ) r22
(5)

where

wb.s is width of stator bar

Wg.s width of stator groove

Wb.r width of rotor bar

Wg.r width of rotor groove

CO bar peripheral speed

Г2 external rotor radius

к ratio of internal and external rotor radius (ri/r2)

An expression for the normal compressive force Fn subjected onto the fibres be-

tween passing bars is formulated:

c°
„ f sin(« + /? + #)

(6)

where

n is mean number of bar crossing areas

a stator bar angle

ß rotor bar angle

в sector angle.

5.2.5 Specific surface load

Specific surface load theory (SSL) was introduced by Lumiainen in 1990 /25/. He

assumed that the energy is transferred to the fibre bundles also in edge-to-surface

contact as well as in edge-to-edge contact. The SSL accounts for energy expendí-

ture over bar width and is in fact an extension of the SEL theory with the value of 

the bar width included.
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According to his concept, the refining action is described by the number, intensity 

and duration of the refining impacts. Specific surface load theory assumes that 

specific refining energy is a product of impact number and impact energy:

SRE = IN ■ IE (kWh/t). (7)

Impact energy further is a product of specific surface load and impact length 

which is explained in Figure 16.

IE - SSL ■ IL (J/m).

Stator bar Rotor bar

Wr + Wst 1
IL =.................  * ---------

2 cos oc/2

IL = Impact length 

Wr = Width of rotor bar 

Wst = Width of stator bar 

a = Intersecting angle

(8)

Figure 16. Definition of the impact length 111. 

Specific surface load can be now calculated:

SSL -
P - Prtot 10

n-z,-z. •/•

f \

w„ + w

2 cos
J (N/m). (9)

The specific surface load theory has partly replaced the specific edge load theory. 

The SSL theory seems to work well when refiner bars are so narrow that fiber
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floes cover the whole width of bar surface when receiving refining impact. On the 

other hand the specific edge load theory introduced earlier works better with 

coarse fillings when bars are wider than fibre floes. Both of the theories have their 

limitations but they offer practical tools for selecting fillings and adjusting refin

ing parameters. Ill

5.2.6 Modified specific surface load

The modified specific surface load theory (MSSL) was introduced by Musselman 

et al. /26/ in 1997. His theory is derived from modified specific edge load theory 

assuming that the stator bar width w»,* does not have as significant contribution on 

the intensity of refining as the rotor bar width This is due to the fact that the 

rotor was assumed to account for the transportation of fibres onto the stator bars. 

MSSL is calculated:

p -p
MSSL =---------0

n- z_ • z • /
wb,r

cos
V -I (J/m2). (10)

5.3 Fibre based intensities

5.3.1 Introduction

In addition to the machine parameters, fibre based intensities include also more or 

less fibre and pulp properties. This leads to a more accurate but also more com

plex theories of the refining phenomenon.

5.3.2 Floe hypothesis

In 1990, Hietanen and Ebeling /27/ proposed a new theory for the mechanics of 

chemical pulp refining. The role of fibre floes in refining has been under discus

sion since 1920’s and after that various authors have dealt with this phenomenon.
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Floe hypothesis theory is based on the assumption that in low consistency refining 

(2-6 %), fibres are refined as floes instead of independently receiving treatment. 

Floes are continuously formed and broken up under the shear forces in the refin

ing zone and grooves. Excessive refiner energy is consumed in maintaining turbu

lent conditions when floes are transported through the refining zones without un

dergoing any refining treatment.

The thickness of individual floes in low consistency refining is normally 1-5 mm. 

They are relatively large compared to the size of the refiner gap, which is usually 

50-150 pm. For this obvious reason the probability that floes will be driven into 

the gap is low resulting in much larger volume of pulp flow being driven through 

rotor and stator grooves than through the gap. This gives a heterogeneous refining 

result where some fibres have lost their shape completely because of the harsh 

treatment while some fibres do not show any structural changes at all.

Floe hypothesis theory introduces a modem approach for increasing refining effi

ciency and homogeneity. Designing the refiner zone so that all or most of the fi

bres entering it undergo treatment would enable more homogeneous refining re

sult. The volume of the refining zone should also be minimized to enable the re

fining work to be concentrated on a small fluid volume. This gives the fibres a 

possibility to receive a more energy efficient and homogeneous treatment.

Laboratory scale tests have been made with a small disc refiner that was built 

based on the concept of floe hypothesis theory, and the results are promising. 

However at this time no production scale refiner has been developed based on this 

theory.

5.3.3 Frequency and intensity

Lewis and Danforth /28/ attempted to describe the refining process with two inde

pendent expressions. The number of impacts describes the amount of treatment 

received by fibres and the severity of impacts described the type of treatment.
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Also the pulp properties were included in the calculations through pulp consis

tency. Figure 17 shows an illustration of this theory.

NUMBER OF IMPACTS

DWELL
TIME

SEVERITY

NATURE OF IMPACT

(ENERGY OF IMPACT) 
DEGREE OF TREATMENT

TYPE OF TREATMENT 
(QUALITY EFFICIENTCY)

Figure 17. Effect of number and nature of impacts on type and degree of refining treatment 

/28/.

Danforth later developed this theory into two equations. The equation for severity 

of impacts is:

S =
D ■ (RPM) ■ Lr Ls • c

•К,
(И)

and for number of impacts:

N__Lr.L,-(RPM)-c 
X ■ R

where

A, is total area of refining zone

D effective diameter

RPM rotor revolutions per minute

Lr total length of rotor edges

Ls total length of stator edges

c stock consistency

(12)
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X average bar contact length

R throughput rate

K, ,K2 constants.

Most of the factors affecting refining result are included in this theory. However 

because its complexity and constants that are not easily available, it is not so 

commonly used.

5.3.4 C-factor

Kerekes /29/ introduced a more comprehensive approach on refining effects in 

1990. Using the same approach as Lewis and Danforth, he derived net refining 

energy as a product of number and intensity of the impacts:

E = NI (13)

Figure 18 shows the different effects of refining intensity and frequency on the 

refining result with similar energy consumption.

Few but large impacts: 
mainly fibre shortening action

Greater number of smaller impacts: 
mainly fibrillating action

Figure 18. The two combinations of refining intensity and frequency effects on the refining 

result /29/.
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C-factor represents the capacity of a refiner to inflict impacts on pulp fibres. 

Kerekes has approached the refining process also from the pulp properties point of 

view instead of concentrating only on machine parameters and process variables. 

The C- factor connects the net power input Pne, and pulp mass flow rate F, to the 

average number N and intensity of impacts I by the following equations /7/:

N =
C - factor 

F (14)

C - factor

The C-factor is a function of refiner filling geometry, rotation speed, pulp consis

tency, fiber length and coarseness.

For a disc refiner in simplified conditions where the gap size is small and the bar 

pattem is similar on both rotor and stator, the C-factor is given by the following 

equation:

C = 8-7Г2 G ■ D • p-CF - /-n3 ¿y(l + 2tan^)-
(i?3 - /?,3 )/ 3 • w • (/ + D)

and for a conical refiner in simplified conditions:

C = 8 ■ л2 G ■ D ■ p ■ CF l- л3 • со ■ (l + 2 tan ф) ■ 
[я,2 • L + L2 • R, sin в + (û / 3)sin2 в\/ w(l + D)

where

G is width of grooves

D depth of grooves

p density of water

Cf pulp consistency
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/ length of fiber

number of bars per unit arc length of rotor/stator

rotational velocity of refiner

bar angle on rotor/stator

inner radius of disc refiner plate

outer radius of disc refiner plate

coarseness of fibre

length of refining zone

angle of conical refiner.

n

CO

Ф
R,

Ri

w

L

в

C-factor analysis is probably the most comprehensive refining theory developed 

so far. It also builds on other widely used and well known theories such as spe

cific edge load and specific surface load. However for example fillings wear can 

have an effect on C-factor. Because these factors can be difficult to determine and 

calculations are sometimes very complex, this theory is not widely used among 

papermakers 111.

5.4 Conclusions about refining theories

If full understanding and control is targeted, theories including fibre and pulp 

properties seem logical. There are some results which imply that the refining ef

fect on fibres is described well by the C-factor theory. Similar unpublished results 

have been received in studies conducted in Finland /30/. Theories based simply on 

machine parameters and data have practical use. As there does not seem to be 

clear advantages in any specific one, for papermakers it has been reasonable to 

use the simplest one: The specific edge load theory (SEL).
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6 REFINING ENERGY AND FORCES

6.1 Force acting on pulp mass

Shear stress acting on pulp mass is dependent on specific edge load, sliding dis

tance, partial bar and partial fibre coverage by equation:

o> SEL 
b-z-s ’

(18)

where

SEL is specific edge load

b length over bar width covered

z fractional bar coverage

s sliding distance.

6.2 Forces acting on individual fibres

Quantifying forces acting on individual fibres can be difficult because of the large 

distribution of forces within fibre networks. Kerekes and Senger /31/ have esti

mated the average normal force acting on a fibre by the equation:

fN =
d0-l2 Cs-y[kG 

4aT
r SEL ' 
Kn-S-b-zj

0,7

(19)

where

do is uncompressed fibre diameter

/ fibre length

Cs consistency of the floe before compression

к fractional proportion of the groove from which fibres are captured

G groove width

T gap size

SEL specific edge load
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S sliding distance

z fractional distance along unit bar length covered with fibre

a, b constants.

Values of some of the constants in this equation are not known at the present time 

/32/. One target of this thesis is to be able to measure fractional distance along 

unit bar length covered with fibre z, and possibly consistency of the floe before 

compression Cs.

Figure 19 shows a simple example of the effect of the bar coverage on forces act

ing on fibres. With smaller bar coverage, the normal force on a single fibre is in

creasing linearly due to the distribution of the force on a smaller area.

F.
f. \

ocAx X X X XT?

Figure 19. Simplified example of how smaller fractional bar coverage gives a larger force on 

fibres f„ than do more evenly distributed fibres for the same bar normal force F„/32/.

The shear force on a fibre can be calculated from the normal force by an effective 

coefficient of friction

fs Me ' f n •

Martinez and Kerekes /33/ measured a typical shear force distribution along the 

width of the bar surface of a single-bar laboratory refiner they constructed. Figure
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20 shows that the force peaks to a maximum at a time of 0.35 s which corre

sponded to a distance of around 3-5 mm (total bar width was 10 mm) from the 

leading edge. Several studies conducted afterwards confirm this type of distribu

tion also for normal force /34, 35, 36/ except for the magnitude which is usually 

10 times higher than with shear force.

Approx. 4 Approx. 6 mm

TIME, 8

Figure 20. A typical shear force distribution along the width of the bar surface /33/.

6.3 Energy efficiency in refining

Refining effects are produced by breaking of molecular bonds caused by forces 

which create strains in fibres. According to Kerekes, force balances link bar action 

to fibre deformation, which permits comparison between energy expended and 

energy transferred. This theoretical efficiency is very low varying according to 

different studies from 0.2 % to 15 %. Bar energy is also transferred to fibres as 

external fibrillation and surface fines production as they depend on both force and 

sliding distance. However the true energy efficiency is not known because of the 

process constrains set by quality considerations. /32/

As mentioned earlier, refining can be divided into three phases which are:

• Edge-to-edge
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• Edge-to-surface

• Surface-to surface.

All of these phases consume energy and the effective part of it is transferred to the 

fibres. The no-load power remains as constant during the refining impact. Total 

refining energy is split between the phases as shown in Figure 21.

0)
5оO-

Edge-to-edge energy

Edge-to-surface energy

Surface-to-surface energy

No-load energy

Time (s)

Figure 21. Total refining energy split as presented by Lumiainen /37/.

When the leading edges approach each others the power quickly reaches its maxi

mum value. After this phase it decreases to the no-load energy level as illustrated 

in Figure 22. However since all phases occur simultaneously, the total power con

sumption remains at a constant level.

groovestator bar л STATO0 6AP

Tïï) jl 7) 5)
»o7OP BAR - POSITION OF 7* LEADING E0G6

A • INTENSITY У T>< 
EDGE TO ScPFACC 
treatment

OPATION or T< COGC 
TWÇATKNI PHASEload,

В • Intensity У Th£ 
EDGE TC EDGE 
treatment

C • Intensity or t»< 
SURFACE TREATMENTY TOTAL EFFECTIVE 

/REFINING 
/£*RGY (VS)

Figure 22. Intensity and duration of the refining impact.
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7 CONCLUSIONS OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW
There are many different theories developed concerning low-consistency refining 

and its effect on pulp and fibres. Despite the fact that it is one of the most re

searched areas of papermaking, many unknown issues still remain. These include 

parameters such as bar coverage and pulp consistency in the refining gap. Many 

of the studies conducted in the earlier days concentrate mostly on the machine 

parameters rather than pulp or fibre related parameters. This has lead to the use of 

the simplest theories, such as specific edge load (SEL) theory when controlling 

the refining process. Understanding of the forces acting on pulp and even individ

ual fibres during refining is still very much an unknown issue. There are some 

studies that have concentrated on measurement of normal and shear forces on fi

bres during refining in the past decades, but more research in this area is definitely 

required.
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8 EXPERIMENTAL

8.1 Target

Target of the thesis work was to construct a Single Bar Refiner station in order to 

enable measurement of fractional bar coverage and pulp consistency in the gap 

between rotor and stator bars by image analysis. Improved knowledge of the low 

consistency refining phenomenon is expected to provide potential for energy sav

ings in low-consistency refining of chemical pulp and possibly also in thermome

chanical pulp refining (TMP). Also improving quality control by for example in

troducing novel refiner constructions and tailor-made refining for different end 

uses could be some of the future innovations.

The experimental section of this thesis describes the designing and construction 

process of the Single Bar Refiner station in detail. There were also some prelimi

nary trials that were conducted with the refiner, which included the imaging sys

tem testing. Results from those trials are also included in this section. The SBR 

station was placed to the machine hall of TKK Forest Product Department and 

will be mainly operated by Paper and Printing technology group.

8.2 Background

Starting point of this thesis was linked to an earlier project where first version of 

the Single Bar Refiner, later referred as SBR, was constructed by modifying the 

chamber of a pump. The rotor shaft of the pump was fitted with a cylinder 

equipped with two bars to create a refining effect on the fibres passing between 

the stator and rotor bars (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. The refining gap on the first version of the Single Bar Refiner unit 141.

The stator bar was installed on the upper side inside the chamber. In the first ver

sion of the refiner, the rotor bar was grooved and the stator bar was flat. The im

aging could be conducted from the above through an acrylic window which was 

also part of the stator bar, or from the front side through an acrylic plate (Figure 

24).

Figure 24. The front window of the refiner unit 141.
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The first version was tested only shortly due to the ENGINE project closure, but 

the results were promising. Some good images and video material was shot and 

also a technique for image analysis was developed /4/. After the construction of 

the refiner some modifications were suggested to create more realistic refining 

conditions in the gap between the bars. Because of the stator design (no groove), 

the fibre capture was not realistic enough because the fibres were captured in the 

refining zone from a much larger volume than in real situation. Grooving the sta

tor bar would create a finite volume for the pulp suspension and was expected to 

have an effect on the fibre behavior in the gap. Also the size of the refining gap 

between stator and rotor bars was unrealistically large.

8.3 Modification of the stator bar

8.3.1 Introduction

One of the main targets of the SBR construction was to design a stator with two 

bars with a groove between them instead of only one wide bar, as was the case in 

the first version. Second important modification was to decrease the gap between 

stator and rotor bars to a more realistic value of 150 pm - 300 pm from the origi

nal gap size which was estimated to be ~500 pm.

8.3.2 Grooving the original stator bar

The modification of the SBR stator bar was started by designing a groove on the 

stator bar used in the original setup. The groove dimensions were similar to the 

ones used in the rotor bar (Figure 25).

10.6

Sc a lè^/2:1

Figure 25. Dimensions of the rotor bar /4/.
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The stator bar consisted of a stainless steel and acrylic parts that were connected 

to each others. The acrylic part was installed outside the refiner casing between a 

metal frame and the stainless steel part. Two M6 bolts were used to keep the parts 

together and attached to the casing. The groove was machined on both parts 5 mm 

wide from the center to a depth of 3 mm. Figure 26 and Figure 27 describe the 

structure of the grooved acrylic and stainless steel parts.

Figure 26. Structure of the acrylic part of the SBR stator bar.

Figure 27. Structure of the stainless steel part of the SBR stator bar.

With this modification the designed structure could be tested with the original gap 

size to see the behavior of the refiner. The results of these trial runs are discussed 

later.

8.3.3 Reducing the gap size between refiner bars

Introduction

Two different methods were considered to reduce the gap between the rotor and 

stator bars to the wanted level of 150 pm - 300 pm. First method under discussion 

was to use some type of shims at certain points of the stator structure to adjust the 

gap. Another option was to design new acrylic and stainless steel parts for each 

gap size desired. Because of the difficult design of the stator bar, using new parts
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was considered as more useful approach than adjusting the gap size with shims. 

The starting point was to design two sets of parts, first set for the gap size of 150 

pm and the second one for the gap size of 300 pm.

Measuring the original gap

First problem was to measure the gap size from the original refiner structure to be 

able to define exact dimensions for the new parts. This was accomplished by first 

taking a photograph from the side of the refiner unit at the point where the rotor 

and stator bars are parallel to each other (Figure 28).

Figure 28. Picture of the rotor bar and the original stator bar (without groove).

From this photograph it was possible to determine the relation of the gap clear

ance to a known dimension (in this case bar height) and then calculate the gap 

size:

(20)

where

Pg is
Ръ

b

gap size [pixels] 

bar height [pixels] 

bar height [mm].
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The measured bar height was 9,1 mm / 740 pixels and gap size 83 pixels. We can 

now calculate the gap size of the original setup using equation 20:

g = ^-b = S3piX • 9,1 mm = 1,0mm.
Pb 740pix

Designing the new stator bars

The dimensions for the new acrylic and stainless steel parts could now be calcu

lated from the original gap size. For example bar height for new stainless steel 

part:

bx = b + (\,0mm-gx), (21)

where

gx is desired gap size.

For a desired gap size of 300 pm we get a bar height of:

¿>300 = 9,1mm + (l,0mm - 0,3mm) = 9,8mm.

By measuring the dimensions of the original acrylic and stainless steel parts and 

using this information, drawings for all new stator components could be designed 

using Solid Edge CAD software. Drawings with all the dimensions are included 

as appendices 1-4.

Fitting the new stator bars

When the new stator bar parts designed for the gap size of 150 pm were installed, 

the rotor was not able to rotate because the bar seemed to be too high. With the 

parts designed for the gap size of 300 pm, the rotor could barely slide past the 

stator bar. This problem occurred probably because of the errors in measuring the
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original gap size. Because the measurement was made only from one side of the 

stator - rotor contact, irregularities along the length of the stator bar were not 

visible and therefore could not be taken into consideration.

The solution to this problem was to assume that the new stator parts were 300 pm 

too high. This in fact was the case because the gap size was actually 0 when a gap 

size of 300 pm was wanted. This is due to the fact that the rotor was touching the 

stator while still able to slide past it. This lead to a conclusion that the original gap 

size was actually 700 pm instead of the 1000 pm calculated earlier. As a result, a 

300 pm chip was taken off from both of the stainless steel parts and 300 pm shims 

were used under the acrylic parts to keep the refiner casing sealed.

8.4 Pulp flow system design

To enable even pulp flow through the refiner, a flow system with recirculation 

was designed (Figure 29). A steel reinforced clear PVC hose with an inner diame

ter of 32 mm was chosen for fluid transportation because of its flexibility, durabil

ity and relatively low price. Manually operated globe valves were chosen for 

process points where control of the flow was considered necessary. These points 

are:

• After the pulp disintegrator to drain the suspension to the storage tank

• After the storage tank to open/close access to the flow system

• Two points after the pump to control flow direction and speed to the re

finer and back to the storage tank (recirculation).
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Pulp disintegrator Refiner

Figure 29. Pulp flow chart and position of the globe valves.

8.5 Layout and components

8.5.1 Layout design

The refining station includes following components:

• Pulp disintegrator

• Tank

• Pump

• Refiner unit

• Imaging system

The imaging system includes a camera, laser unit equipped with fiber optics for 

illumination, control unit and a laptop computer. These were mounted on two 

separate tables to ensure dry operation conditions for the computer and control 

unit.
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Figure 30 describes the layout design and location of the components. The most 

challenging part of the layout design was the limited space allocated for the re

finer station. The dimensions were limited by three walls and a large electric mo

tor used for other applications in the machine hall. The refiner station was in

stalled in the base floor of machine hall (PUU 1) next to the large pulp disintegra

tor.

Refiner

Computer & 
control unitPulp disintegrator

Figure 30. Single Bar Refiner Station dimensions, layout and components.

8.5.2 Components of the refiner station

Pulp disintegrator

Before operating the Single Bar Refiner, pulp has to be disintegrated. A laboratory 

scale vertical pulp disintegrator was installed for this purpose (Figure 31). With a 

capacity of 43 dm3 it was suitable for this application. It is equipped with a 3 kW 

electric motor which runs at 2800 rpm when empty. The disintegrated pulp sus

pension can be drained after operation via a globe valve located in the bottom.
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Figure 31. A laboratory scale pulp disintegrator used for slushing the dry pulp.

Storage tank

The amount of pulp in the flow system was calculated in order to estimate the 

minimum size of the pulp storage tank needed. This was then multiplied by three 

to ensure good flow conditions:

(22)

where

total length of the flow circulation [m] 

radius of the hose [m].

/ is

r

In this case the total length of the circulation is 10 m and the radius of the hose is 

16 mm so using equation 22 the minimum volume can be calculated:

Fmin = 3/лг2 -З-10/и-л"-(0,016m)2 = 0,024m3 =24dm\

A steel tank with a volume of 142 dm3 was installed to store the pulp suspension 

during operation of the refiner (Figure 32). There were also some other second
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hand storage tanks available in the machine hall but this one was the best option 

because of its compact size and high capacity. In this perspective the capacity of 

the tank is high enough for this application and also for possible future modifica

tions to the pulp flow system. It is also practical to conduct consecutive tests with 

different pulp consistencies because of the extra capacity for dilution water.

Figure 32. The tank used for storing the pulp suspension.

Pump

To create flow conditions for the refiner unit, a gear pump (Figure 33) was in

stalled after the storage tank. It had been used earlier for transportation of pulp 

suspensions in the machine hall and was available, which made it optimal for this 

use. The pump is also powerful enough to mix the pulp suspension in the storage 

tank when recirculation valve is open which makes an additional mixer unneces

sary.
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Figure 33. The pump used in the pulp flow system.

Refiner unit

The refiner unit was constructed by modifying the chamber of a pump. This was 

done by replacing the pump rotor with a part that acts as a refiner rotor. The rotor 

has two metal bars located symmetrically around the rotor cylinder. This creates 

two contacts of the stator and rotor bar per one revolution of the drive shaft. Both 

bars were grooved with a width of 5 mm and a depth of 3 mm which corresponds 

to the dimensions of the grooves used in the Voith LR 40 laboratory refiner at 

TKK and were therefore chosen here. A metal bar fitted with an acrylic imaging 

window was attached on top of the pump casing which enabled image capture of 

the events that take place in the refining gap. The power of the refiner motor can 

be adjusted within a scale of 0,15 kW - 0,75 kW.

Figure 34. The Single Bar Refiner unit. Flow direction is from left to right.
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As mentioned earlier the refiner unit and rotor were designed and constructed as a 

part of ENGINE -project discussed in the introduction of the experimental sec

tion. Only the design and modifications on the stator bar and the motor on the 

refiner were changed as part of this thesis.

The imaging is conducted from above the refiner through the acrylic part of stator 

bar. The position of the bars and illustrative description of the imaging is shown 

in Figure 35.

Stator

Rotor

Figure 35. An illustrative description of the imaging process.

8.6 Imaging system

8.6.1 Introduction

The imaging system for capturing images inside the gap between the rotor and 

stator bars was designed to enable image analysis of the fibre behavior during the 

refining phenomenon. Some similar methods to capture fibres during refining us

ing photography has been used by various researchers in the past decades /38, 39, 

40/. However these studies have concentrated mostly on thermomechanical pulp 

refining, so imaging method for low-consistency refining of chemical pulp with 

this type of laser imaging system has not been published. The main target of the
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image analysis was to study the possibility to measure pulp consistency and frac

tional bar coverage in the gap between the stator and rotor bars.

All components of the imaging system were supplied by Cavitar Oy, a company 

which is specialized in projects that require laser illuminated imaging. The laser 

illumination was needed to capture sharp high resolution images from fibres and 

fibre floes captured between the bars during refining. The system with its compo

nents and connections are described in Figure 36.

Optical
triggerD connector

Aluminium
frameCamera

Laptop computer Laser unit

Control unit

— M«fch ne Vision connector

Figure 36. The imaging system components and connections.

8.6.2 Control unit

The control unit (Figure 37) is used by the computer software to operate the imag

ing equipment. It has independently programmable outputs for the laser unit and 

the camera. The duration of a single pulse within the output pulse pattem can be 

adjusted to a value between 42 ns - 10 ps. The unit has a 9-pin D connector and a 

BNC connector for external synchronization purposes and a Remote Interlock
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connector which can be used to stop the operation of the imaging system for 

safety reasons (not used in this setup). The control unit has a manual adjustment 

for the laser power and a key operated master control for power.

Figure 37. The imaging system control unit.

8.6.3 Camera

A PixeLINK™ PL-A741 machine vision camera with a telecentric 55 mm lens 

was attached to a table with a mounting arm (Figure 38). It is a 1,3 megapixel 

monochrome camera which is connected to the computer with a high speed Fire

Wire interface. Because the laptop computer could not provide power to the cam

era via the FireWire bus, an external 12 V DC power supply was needed. The 

camera is connected to the control unit with a 6-pin Machine Vision connector. 

Some basic features of the camera are described in Table 3.
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Figure 38. The installed camera and lens with mounting arm.

Table 3. Basic features of the PL-A741 machine vision camera /41/.

Feature
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Brightness Yes % Absolute No Yes No No Yes 0 100

Shutter Yes s Absolute No Yes No No Yes 0.00004 1
Gain Yes dB Relative No Yes No No Yes 0

Temperature Yes °C Absolute No Yes No No No
Trigger Yes See trigger mode descriptions (on page 33)

8.6.4 Laser unit and fibre optics

The laser unit (Figure 39) is providing laser pulses for illuminating the area where 

images are captured. It can provide 500 watts of light power as a single pulse in a 

wavelength of 690 nm which makes it a class 4 laser product. This means that 

proper safety precautions must be taken when operating the unit. The laser unit is 

resistant to splash water so it could be safely installed near the pulp flow system. 

It is connected to the control unit with a 9-pin D connector.
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Figure 39. The imaging system laser unit.

The pulse of light is transferred from the laser unit via a fibre optic cable through 

an aluminum frame. A bundle of optical fibres divide the light inside the frame to 

provide uniform illumination through the acrylic part inside the gap between rotor 

and stator bars. Figure 40 shows the position of the aluminum frame and optical 

fibres on top of the refiner unit. The images can be taken from the opening located 

in the middle of the frame.

Figure 40. The aluminium frame with bundle of optical fibres installed on top of the refiner 

unit.
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8.6.5 Optical trigger

In order to synchronize the camera to capture images from the same position for 

each revolution of the refiner, an optical trigger was installed on the refiner unit 

(Figure 41). The trigger consists of a cable and a light beam sensor which sends a 

5 V electric signal when the beam is interrupted. A metal bar was attached to the 

coupling between the refiner unit and its motor in a position where the stator and 

rotor bars were aligned. The purpose of the bar was to interrupt the light beam 

once per each revolution of the refiner rotor to trig the signal for the control unit. 

The final adjusting of the exact moment of image capture was made in the control 

software by creating a delay signal for the camera and laser outputs.

Figure 41. Metal bar crossing the light beam of the optical trigger.

8.6.6 Computer and software

The imaging system is controlled with a laptop computer using CAVILUX con

trol software. The software can be operated either in normal or high speed mode 

which is convenient if using high speed camera. Because we are operating the PL- 

A741 camera for capturing still images, normal mode is used. The software en

ables programming of different pulse patterns for the camera and laser unit to ad

just synchronization with the process.
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Image capture software from Pixelink was used in recording the images on the 

computer. It was also possible to adjust all the camera parameters and settings 

such as exposure time, brightness, image size and frame rate with this software. 

Figure 42 shows a screen capture of the control software in the parameter set 

mode presenting the pulse patterns used in preliminary trials, and the image cap

ture software settings. All the program settings are presented in appendix 5.

Figure 42. Screen captures from the CAVILUX control and PixeLINK image capture soft

ware.

8.6.7 Safety equipment and accessories

Safety glasses

Safety glasses were purchased to prevent eye injury during the operation of the 

laser illuminated imaging system. The model “LG7 Teal Lens” glasses (Figure 

43) provide good protection for the 690 nm laser light while still enabling 35 % of 

the visible light to pass through the lenses and were therefore chosen.
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Figure 43. The LG7 Teal Lens protective glasses from Thorlabs Inc.

Additional lens and illumination optics

If there is a need to capture images from the front side window of the refiner, an 

additional lens is available to generate an appropriate image size. In this type of 

imaging system setup the laser illumination is provided from the front side by 

using an adjustable optical cable with the laser unit instead of the aluminum 

frame. In this thesis all the images were captured from above the refiner.

8.7 Process description

8.7.1 Introduction

The process of the SBR station operation can be divided to three stages described 

in Figure 44. Before the actual operation of the refiner, the pulp suspension has to 

be properly disintegrated and diluted to a desired consistency. The operation of 

the flow system includes the refiner, pump and globe valves. The imaging can be 

started when the flow system is set up. This chapter includes a more detailed de

scription of each stage.
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Imaging system control

Flow system control

Pulp disintegration and dilution

Figure 44. The process of the Single Bar Refiner station operation.

8.7.2 Pulp disintegration and dilution

Before starting the refiner, dry pulp sheets must be mixed with water and slushed 

in the pulp disintegrator. Optionally never-dried pulp can be used. The rotor inside 

the disintegrator creates strong shear forces which result in a flowing pulp suspen

sion. The consistency of the suspension in the laboratory pulper should be < 5 %. 

Any higher consistency would make the draining of the suspension after the pulp

ing difficult and the durability of the power transmission belt would also suffer. 

The disintegration time should be 5 minutes or more in order to generate a ho

mogenous pulp suspension. The consistency of the pulp suspension after disinte

gration is:

c = mp 
P Op+mJ

where

mp is amount of dry pulp [kg]

mw amount of water [kg].

(23)
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After the disintegration pulp is drained from the globe valve to the storage tank 

where it is diluted with water to a desired operation consistency. The amount of 

dilution water required depends on the consistency after pulp disintegration, 

amount of the pulp suspension and the desired refining consistency:

(24)

where

consistency after pulp disintegration [%] 

desired refining consistency [%].

cp is

c

8.7.3 Flow system control

The pulp flow system is controlled by the pump and two manually operated globe 

valves (Figure 45). The function of the valves is to control the pulp flow through 

the refiner and back to the storage tank. The valve to the storage tank is normally 

fully opened when operating the refiner in order to create high enough flow rate to 

enable mixing of the pulp suspension in the tank. The valve to the refiner is then 

adjusted to control the flow through the refiner. Both the pump and the refiner 

have protective switches on the wall of the SBR station. The flow system is oper

ated by switching the power to the pump and refiner on and then adjusting the 

recirculation flow and flow through the refiner with the globe valves.
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Figure 45. The globe valves used for controlling the pulp flow.

8.7.4 Imaging system control

The imaging system is set up as described in Figure 36. When all the cables are 

connected and the control unit and the computer power is on, the camera lens has 

to be focused on the area where stator and rotor bar slide past each others. This is 

done by first adjusting the camera to a distance of ~15 cm from the targeted area 

and then fine tuning the focus from the lens. After the focusing is complete, imag

ing system is ready to use.

Synchronizing the camera to capture images at exactly the desired moment is 

done by first adjusting the optical trigger roughly to the correct position of the 

refiner bars. The exact position of the bars during image capture is then fine tuned 

by creating a suitable delay signal on the image system control software. If all the 

settings are correct and the image system is properly synchronized, image captur

ing is possible when the pulp flow system is operational and the refiner is rotating. 

The image capture is started by pressing the “capture” button on the “image cap

ture” tab of PixeLINK image capture software shown in appendix 5.
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9 PRELIMINARY TRIALS AND RESULTS

9.1 Pulp flow system and refiner testing

The pulp flow system was tested to determine the maximum operation consis

tency of the SBR station. The flow system was first tested with pulp consistencies 

from 0,5 % to 4 % with the original stator bar (gap size 700 pm) using long fibred 

softwood pine pulp. The result from these tests was that when operating at consis

tencies higher than 2 %, the refiner unit was at risk of clogging from the pulp sus

pension. Also the rotor would occasionally get jammed due to the build up of pulp 

on the edges of the rotor bars when the flow system and refiner were stopped. 

This was probably caused by the fact that the refiner unit was installed higher than 

the storage tank which leads to the draining of pulp suspension from the refiner 

unit. Pulp concentration inside the refiner chamber increases which can jam the 

rotor when refiner is started again.

The refiner unit is driven by an electric motor equipped with a frequency con

verter for adjusting the rotational speed of the rotor. Because the scale of the con

verter adjustment was 0 - 100 %, a digital tachometer was used to measure the 

corresponding Revolutions per Minute values from the refiner rotor shaft. The 

results are presented in Table 4. Figure 46 describes the linear relationship be

tween motor power and RPM values. These values are applicable to pulp consis

tencies <2%.

Table 4. Measured refiner rotor RPM values.

p (%) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
RPM 0 38 79 118 157 196 235 274 313 352 391
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Refiner RPM as a function of motor power

P(%)

Figure 46. Single Bar Refiner RPM values as a function of the adjusted motor power.

An equation to calculate RPM value from adjusted motor power was created with 

Microsoft Excel© software from the chart presented in Figure 46:

RPM =3,92P + 0,14, (25)

where

P is adjusted motor power [%].

The preliminary trials were concentrated mostly on testing the operation and basic 

functions of the SBR station. These included also testing the limits of the pulp 

flow system to define the maximum operating consistency of the refiner. There 

were not any unexpected problems during the testing of basic operation of the 

SBR station, but the results indicate that the flow system should not be operated 

with pulp suspensions that have higher consistency than 2 %. However if a solu

tion to prevent the clogging of pulp suspension inside the refiner unit is discov

ered, it may be possible to use higher consistency pulps. It should be noted that 

only long fibred softwood pulp (pine) was used in the preliminary trials, so results 

can be different if short fibred hardwood pulp is used.
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9.2 Measuring the amount of pulp in the refiner gap

An idea for experimental method for measuring the exact amount of pulp between 

the refiner bars was preliminary tested. The first phase of the measurement was to 

turn the pulp flow system on but not starting the refiner. Instead, the refiner rotor 

was turned by hand and stopped in the position where the stator and rotor bars are 

aligned. After this the flow system was stopped and the refiner imit was drained 

from pulp, which left only the floes of fibres trapped inside the refiner gap. This 

pulp was then scraped off from the surface of the rotor bar by hand and weighed 

after drying it for 24 hours in a temperature of 105 °C. This procedure was then 

used to measure 12 samples using 150 pm gap size and pine pulp with a consis

tency of 2 %. The pulp mass per bar length and consistency in the gap was also 

calculated by using the bar dimensions given earlier. Results from these meas

urements are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. The results from pulp weight measurements.

sample m (pulp.g) m/bar length (kg/m) c in gap (%)
1 0,0262 4,23E-04 78,26
2 0,0080 1.29E-04 23,89
3 0,0100 1,61 E-04 29,87
4 0,0160 2.58E-04 47,79
5 0,0211 3.40E-04 63,02
6 0,0287 4.63E-04 85,72
7 0,0229 3.69E-04 68,40
8 0,0483 7.79E-04 144,27
9 0,0165 2,66 E-04 49,28
10 0,0313 5.05E-04 93,49
11 0,0122 1.97E-04 36,44
12 0,0296 4.77E-04 88,41

Average 0,0226 3.64E-04 67,40
95 % conf. 0,0064 1.03E-04 19,06

These results are only indicative and much larger amount of measuring points 

would be required in order to get any reliable data. The process of measuring a 

single sample is very time consuming and laborious, so measuring larger amounts 

would require lot of time and effort. Also the amount of pulp that was weighed 

was partly originated from outside the actual refining gap because some of the 

floes trapped between bars would be only partly inside the gap. This makes the 

amount of pulp larger than it should be. But this type of “hands-on” measurement
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is perhaps the only way to know the exact amount of the pulp inside the gap so 

further development of this kind of technique could be considered in the future.

9.3 Imaging system testing

The imaging system testing included trial runs and digital image analysis of pic

tures that were captured from inside the refiner gap during surface-to-surface 

phase of the refining. The target of this trial was to study the correlation between 

the average pixel brightness values of analyzed images and the consistency of the 

refined pulp suspension. The average brightness value was expected to indicate 

the amount and coverage of the fibres along the bar surface because of the light 

refraction from the fibres. The imaging system was tested by first setting up the 

equipment and capturing images from inside the refiner gap during surface-to- 

surface phase of the refining event. The tests were conducted using pine pulp at 

five consistencies from 0,4 % to 2,0 % and using three different gap sizes of 150 

pm, 300 pm and the original 700 pm. 100 images per each test point were cap

tured to increase the reliability of the test. One of the captured images is shown in 

Figure 47. The region highlighted with the white rectangle is the analyzed area 

between the stator and rotor bar surfaces where bundles of fibres and floes are 

receiving refining treatment.
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Figure 47. An image captured from inside the refiner gap. Pine pulp at 1,6 % consistency, 

gap size 150 pm, rotation speed 196 RPM. Analyzed region is highlighted with white rectan

gle.

Figure 48 shows a series of example pictures taken when using different gap sizes 

and pulp consistencies.
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• « Г

150 um. 2 ° o 300 pm, 2 % 700 pm, 2 %

Figure 48. Pictures taken from the refining gap, variable gap size and pulp consistency, rota
tion speed 196 RPM.

The images that were captured are sharp enough to clearly recognize floes, bun

dles of fibres and even individual fibres in the refining zone. Difference in the 

behavior of the fibres can be seen when the refined pulp consistency increases. 

Also the gap size seems to be affecting the amount of pulp and composition of the 

fibre floes in the gap. It also seems that even at the most realistic conditions (150 

pm gap size, 2 % consistency) the bar is not fully covered with fibres.

9.4 Image analysis

Analyzing of the captured images was made by using Matlab© mathematical ana

lyzing software. A brightness value was defined for each pixel of every image 

captured. Because the resolution of the images was 8 bits, every pixel would have 

a brightness value between 0 - 255 (28 = 256). The average pixel brightness value 

of each picture in a test point was calculated and the results are presented in 

Figure 49 and Table 6 along with R2 values describing the correlation between
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consistency of the refined pulp and the average pixel brightness values. Appendix 

6 contains the measured values for each test point.

Brightness Value as a Function of Pulp Consistency and Gap Size

Pulp Consistency |»0,l5mm 41,30 mm to,70 mm |

Figure 49. The average brightness values of the captured images as a function of pulp consis
tency and gap size.
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Table 6. The results of the average pixel brightness calculations and correlations.

Gap size Consistency Brightness 95% conf. R2 value
0,15 mm 0,4 % 24,65 1,61 0,953

0,8 % 39,37 3,39
1,2 % 72,20 3,90
1,6% 72,53 4,48
2,0 % 78,50 5,29

0,30 mm 0,4 % 17,21 0,38 0,987
0,8 % 31,43 2,55
1,2% 49,11 3,71
1,6% 56,10 3,91
2,0 % 71,37 4,49

0,70 mm 0,4 % 37,59 1,41 0,866
0,8 % 62,09 2,38
1,2 % 86,25 4,80
1,6% 87,74 4,89
2,0 % 114,44 6,63

The results show that with all gap sizes, increasing the consistency of the refined 

pulp suspension increases the average pixel brightness value almost linearly. This 

means that when refined pulp consistency increases, more fibres and floes are 

trapped between the stator and rotor bar surfaces. An interesting result is that av

erage pixel brightness decreases when moving from 150 pm to 300 pm, but is at 

highest value when using the original 700 pm gap size. This would indicate that 

more pulp is simply flowing through the gap when using the original gap size 

compared to the more realistic smaller gap sizes where pulp has to be “captured” 

by the rotor edge in the gap. These results give some indication about the behavior 

of the consistency inside the refiner gap, but more research is needed in order to 

get any exact quantitative data and to link the brightness values to the consistency 

of the pulp inside the gap.
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10 RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS
There are some proposals for future work with the Single Bar Refiner. The pre

liminary testing should be continued with different types of pulps (e.g. hardwood 

pulps) with higher consistencies to correspond with industrial scale low- 

consistency refiners (c > 3 %). The SBR station could also be upgraded with 

measuring equipment to determine process conditions such as temperature or pulp 

flow rate if monitoring or controlling these variables is considered necessary in 

the future. A possibility to install a force sensor to be able to measure normal 

force acting on the fibres in the refining gap should be studied thoroughly to in

crease the understanding of refining forces leading to fibre deformation. The 

measurement of normal force in connection with knowledge of the amount of pulp 

in the gap would enable greatly improved analysis of forces affecting fibres.

The image analysis with its possibilities and limitations is also a potential area of 

future research. Only preliminary trials with pine pulps and different refining gap 

sizes were conducted to test the suitability of this type of image analysis for meas

uring the pulp consistency inside the gap during surface-to-surface phase of the 

refining phenomenon. The results from these trials indicate that there is a strong 

correlation between pulp consistency and average pixel brightness values, but to 

be able to determine the exact consistency of the pulp inside the gap would re

quire some kind of calibration of the imaging system. Developing the tested meas

urement method for defining the amount of pulp inside the gap could be one pos

sible solution for the calibration problem. One target of this thesis was also to en

able calculation of the fractional bar coverage in the refiner gap. This could be 

possible by using image analysis, but a suitable mathematical analysis method 

should be developed first.
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11 CONCLUSIONS
The target of this thesis work was to construct a laboratory scale low-consistency 

refiner by modifying an existing design to enable more realistic refining condi

tions. The aim of the modification is to be able to study the refining forces and 

phenomena more closely. The designing and construction of a pulp flow system 

for the refiner unit was also an important part of the thesis. Also the setup and 

testing of a system for imaging fibres in the refining gap was realized.

The modification of the original design was made by designing a new stator bar 

with a groove in it. The purpose of this groove was to create more realistic condi

tions during refining. This design was first tested with the original stator bar by 

machining a groove in it similar to the one in the rotor bar, and later constructing 

two additional bars to reach the desired smaller gap size. The pulp flow system 

was designed and constructed to enable even flow conditions for the refiner unit. 

The installing and setup of the laser illuminated imaging system was conducted to 

enable image capture of the refining phenomena.

Some problems were encountered during the modification of the stator bars. The 

errors in measuring the original gap size resulted in wrong dimensioning of the 

new stator parts. For this reason some modifications had to be made afterwards to 

reach the targeted gap sizes. The pulp flow system was constructed without any 

major issues, but problems with the refiner unit clogging when operating with 

pulp consistencies > 2 % left some room for improvement. The imaging system 

installation and preliminary trials were successful, resulting in some good images 

from the gap between the rotor and stator bars. Images showed e.g. that bar cover

age is clearly not 100 % at 2 % refining consistency, and that there is potential in 

developing the image analysis method aiming to determine bar coverage and pulp 

consistency in the gap. Many problems were solved during this thesis but many 

questions are still unanswered. These include the installation of a force sensor for 

measurement of normal force in the refiner gap and the development of image
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analysis for further research. The target of the thesis work to construct a research 

tool for refining studies was achieved.
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Figure 50. The dimensions of the stator bar acrylic part for 300 pm gap size.
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VIEW А

Figure 51. The dimensions of the stator bar stainless steel part for 300 pm gap size.
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Figure 52. The dimensions of the stator bar acrylic part for 150 pm gap size.
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Figure 53. The dimensions of the stator bar stainless steel part for 150 pm gap size.
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Figure 54. The tabs of the Pixelink image capture software showing the settings used in preliminary 
trials.
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Table 7. The average pixel brightness results from image analysis.

0,4 % 0.8 % 1,2%
0,15 mm 0,30 mm 0,70 mm 0,15 mm 0,30 mm 0,70 mm 0,15 mm 0,30 mm 0,70 mm

1 18,4671 14.6583 46,4924 52,8593 23,1802 73,2257 95,2917 46,5334 74,9988
2 46,1522 16,5137 39,1577 32,8667 19,6299 65,5569 63,3541 66,8901 86,5314
3 17,2499 15,7651 41,0043 52.8458 21.8449 43,2245 112,291 64,7512 83,2728
4 23,9393 18,502 46,8809 34,6642 28,247 59,7557 47,6363 74,8213 84.8423
5 16,9035 17.3853 43,2112 39.7378 41.6838 56,2312 51.156 101,594 57,1351
6 19.8157 17,135 41,9486 29,9001 23,2913 78,39 92,4515 62,2255 75,7671
7 37,9607 20,1749 39,7542 34.1154 61.1682 67,9276 77.007 68,4228 69,03
8 23,7883 16,4256 57,2094 40,3219 90,4959 55,4863 69,2142 98,1419 42,1779
9 21.4796 16.8659 48,5029 30.29 42,4811 45,0644 93,0248 42,349 117,107

10 17.8196 16,6985 35,8507 19,245 42,1557 62,8862 80,5268 40,5781 81,8841
11 29,3828 17.2615 27,2169 62.5449 26.3868 52,014 38,6498 43,8479 51,3717
12 20.4209 17,7211 33,5723 22,3366 29,806 67,0363 83,7904 50,5393 71,1963
13 20,2541 18,6761 43,5812 24,2859 24,6122 48,0976 118,222 39,8477 83,8975
14 26,7701 18.1675 34.3111 28.1325 23.8885 68,9129 68,583 41,5229 62,4671
15 20,7713 16,8282 37,143 51.6007 70,2545 65,7618 89,6427 48,6176 61,9187
16 25,7082 17.2398 40,5712 29.8294 59.3497 56,9572 71,1235 58,7974 68,8707
17 24,8199 16.0989 36.6854 30.5958 33.0575 71,3489 71,7712 39,3 94,6858
18 21,6247 15,609 44.1376 29.8157 21,881 58,0724 57,623 43,6825 91,7353
19 19.2822 15.7463 36.5529 37.1541 26.7187 79,8469 70,7692 50,4204 103.681
20 42,7023 15.3454 31,7341 33,099 17,7134 46,7317 76,0418 42,8565 84,2557
21 23.4693 17.2295 31,727 22.8366 23.4813 51,8055 82,8449 29,2789 43,4229
22 38,3874 15,1605 29,9536 25.8827 26.2518 57,6637 70,6457 31,6413 80,4245
23 37.4011 15,0819 36.7857 27,893 43,4845 49,4618 49,9894 26,4507 51,0045
24 17,5307 16,1332 33,3947 22,961 22,0575 60,7011 89.4905 65,4707 98,6513
25 28,375 19,378 34.1964 35.4993 29.3222 44,5247 56,2635 61,7006 99,6503
26 18,6831 15.7429 31,6744 50.0241 19.3834 107,842 52,947 44,8928 82,2916
27 17.2659 15.4633 60,4934 22.7969 25.3771 66,1248 86,5486 26,7895 89,0157
28 23,5324 17,2945 56,096 25.3645 29.3836 52,1814 47,0057 75,0685 103,606
29 20.7115 17.0845 40.6612 29.1946 26,93 76,7276 33,2402 44,1377 110.762
30 28.0096 16,908 40,3726 89.9422 23.8766 64,1041 27,3496 49,4949 94,5332
31 21.3804 16.4185 33.8327 49,19 23,6961 68,3853 41,3461 29,4504 103.215
32 26,0883 17,1281 37,008 27.5897 22,981 66,0742 91,0177 34,9724 51,6272
33 18.7069 16.4403 43,4812 58,5315 19.6528 71,3127 66,7866 61,892 75,3851
34 20,0721 17.9866 34.8697 76.5409 23.0305 47,4215 64,2831 22,8664 64,4317
35 38.0802 15.5097 35,8406 92.5476 28,493 45,4589 83,7952 54,7363 79,7906
36 34,5061 16,6196 69.8929 43.4565 45.7105 54,487 85,9502 29.4265 118,515
37 17.2481 23.8073 29.1423 79.0135 23,3385 57,9159 54,9665 31,9249 76,4693
38 18,5155 16.9387 43.6001 66.7795 35,6173 49,8463 94,5065 32,3255 101,009
39 35,9434 16.5787 36,42 47.7885 69,7147 53,954 73,8566 43,5997 104,382
40 34,5649 21,1635 39.4396 20,9118 23.7442 44,0609 55,94 61,4262 79,4048
41 37,807 16,2642 26.8185 19.3724 56,5932 56,0365 96,3263 49,3093 82.5777
42 16,1261 15.3966 28.8648 36.5229 30.1763 47,8033 72,1165 26,9739 76,9414
43 17,2666 15,497 42.2802 26.2115 26.8994 60,4334 61,3428 40,6543 64,2285
44 23.7656 17.3748 41,815 23,9759 21,2762 59,7502 83,5123 33,6895 70,2288
45 19,9735 15,2018 34,8511 28.1614 23,1329 51,8552 91,6258 36,7532 100,191
46 21,6717 17.1591 38,2207 27,8222 36.5928 68,8106 68,5155 81,7236 112.704
47 19,2416 16.2043 33,3738 76.21 32,3547 57,4311 53,0632 69,6718 89,1261
48 17,1553 16.0664 35.3499 26,058 56,2738 61,2141 51,2175 26,6413 115.476
49 16,0724 20.0289 44,08 42,7456 30.5128 58,0233 78,2378 68,3503 62,8235
50 18,4291 21,1145 36,9313 30,589 19,4445 49,569 81,5044 25,9696 109,583
51 34,1368 14,913 25,1045 46.3596 20.5963 62,393 102.72 106.323 96,8941
52 38,1656 18,8704 33,9586 40.9019 33.43 71,1892 36.094 35,8872 80,8798
53 15,6043 15,3567 30,0198 29,1635 22,9628 48,9802 77,9699 32,7297 129,923
54 19,0315 17.6721 35.9563 51.9744 19,4876 86,9466 96,9637 38,6141 91,4054
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55 30.9857 18.7532 28.9294 48,9011 27.9787 76,4237 68,9112 24,5281 67,6697
56 21.0706 17,247 34,99 64.9274 45,46 50,6324 88,7522 71,7384 70,2765
57 19,3784 15.8187 32.7018 25.3324 24.4817 54,2862 37,0819 41,1575 79,9008
58 18.7817 16,5161 35.4948 40.5862 32,313 66,7243 88,9574 65,8618 97,8404
59 41,2599 18.5105 34.1534 49,962 26,3984 63,6362 105,397 53,1151 82,4449
60 18.7043 16.5372 41,0723 19,5822 29.4053 76,6284 74,0159 28,9879 88.325
61 16.8405 18.5178 30.3978 21.7672 25.8582 82,5445 90,4828 62,5884 111.789
62 22,3503 18.5605 33.1691 50.1261 46.4565 74,6669 79,7888 75,6437 90.1422
63 17,7995 16.1682 35.2569 32.2258 48.6714 69,8758 54,6156 23.5117 93,3382
64 25,2699 17.0889 34.1598 44.2299 30.2802 65.3699 63,4594 61.5827 118.969
65 51,0841 17.9766 24.7753 61.1038 18.8775 61,4616 57,4231 56,6411 72,8532
66 22.5429 14.4499 34.5817 81.6474 30.4317 68,5241 70,2914 68,6399 123,582
67 18.7004 16.4754 32,4518 49,534 20,5035 98,5777 48,2843 31,8324 80,1767
68 22.0061 18.0457 36.9861 60.6047 36,266 75,7348 89.715 42,415 43,5573
69 32.9401 17.3648 41.6294 30.4047 27.1907 53,2716 52,3467 35,7642 140.929
70 18,9757 18,0131 34.8291 48,834 34,5716 54,1172 82,0263 36,2472 77,4927
71 16,916 23.1972 42.1679 56.9374 20.9013 55,6341 58,0726 66,3915 56,176
72 33,1646 15.4001 39,646 21.4726 20.2465 49,6829 104,018 61,5025 118,226
73 39.4834 12,6513 38.5028 29.6369 15.84 56,9545 55,7115 55.98 88.956
74 20.0648 16,459 39.5956 22.2911 26,2201 68,8686 99,7311 30,4379 56,9673
75 20.5822 14,8245 25.7086 33.6062 28,097 65,2479 54,5651 19,5018 64,1683
76 18,0634 16.3289 34.1674 49.6645 46,24% 66,5857 38,9498 20,9944 79,1351
77 17.6569 16,958 34.1667 62.7635 18.9995 54,2502 60,6663 48.4004 47,6206
78 32.5549 16.4402 30,4715 31.1567 39.5341 51,3554 72,9334 42,5803 106,562
79 18,8399 15.8827 28,0745 21,725 27,0539 52,2037 73,3846 63,4767 156.132
80 20,0409 18.2068 40.9409 25.5668 20.3652 52,8955 76,3421 53,2516 89,0537
81 19.468 18.7027 35.9239 56.7632 38.5458 64,8173 58.1782 37,8205 153.501
82 26,0674 18,0348 38,6725 27.0968 30.9372 63,285 73,7523 55,9125 93,9246
83 19,537 24.4111 29.2294 30,0512 26.6302 52,9932 43,8148 41,1151 128.234
84 28,5674 15.9922 34.1215 41.3287 27,128 80,5012 57,1895 48,27 95,375
85 19,3453 16,925 31,054 36,8354 22.1311 58,9325 103,718 68,1178 61,6447
86 18,7349 19.3961 36.3978 27,296 46,6347 53,0214 97,364 33,5675 75,34
87 16.8609 17.9106 36,713 19.2854 27.1599 78,9879 60,0242 89,3173 49,29
88 18.7161 16,6338 43,6573 20.7964 33.4823 52,4075 75,5513 69,8589 65,2469
89 24.4888 18.5751 41.6089 41.9982 22.3479 71,7774 77,2044 28,6235 65,0658
90 20.6738 21.3218 36.35 38.0598 30.9491 55,8462 68,7094 34,5868 %,2534
91 29.9764 17.6651 42,1202 33.0596 38.2357 64,4044 60,5563 43,0184 55.3131
92 32,2838 17.9677 30.8213 69.6435 24.5527 55,5395 101,981 51,6686 90,2039
93 25.412 15,1277 48.0526 76.7389 60.5441 60,5855 37,7525 38,9445 73,7635
94 34.9438 16,8967 46.2079 26.6136 34,8592 62,9293 99,6912 47,8247 168,07
95 17,8262 16.7272 37.4759 24.4012 44.1344 63,2929 105,781 23,8987 89,5939
96 30.5005 20,2884 43,7416 21,8364 28,9191 48,1582 83,5112 88,3156 69,2249
97 -9.'305 17.5179 33.3036 23.3301 26,0496 90,1698 54,2185 22,8102 92,2755
98 17.3829 16.5739 42.6321 35.6477 24.1979 77,4663 95,3483 68,9544 64,5978
99 19.5188 14.0789 37.5501 22.5388 18,9964 84,867 57,9426 71,6586 91,899

100 31,0047 17.4767 41.86 42.2677 24.6044 49,7712 73,5694 48,0308 106,575
Avg 24.6473 17,2062 37,5854 39,3723 31,428 62,0892 72,1993 49,1136 86.2508



1,6% 2.0 %
0,15 mm 0.30 mm 0.70 mm 0,15 mm 0.30 mm 0.70 mm

76,2679 54.2314 102,472 60.6257 27.6717 77,8931
68,0199 48.9986 56.3189 116,037 66.4194 87,5048

110,58 47.7598 78.6097 80,4961 115,882 55,9314
86.9484 45.5791 76,876 86.7548 62.6138 122,254
72.5971 75,011 130,09 72,819 57.9322 156.76
59.8953 68.6169 72.6291 67.6037 70.2714 108,228
95.0469 53,448 71,6396 103,392 91,6777 118,744

66,831 75.6624 58.3118 63.1692 93.9644 115,356
101,946 58,818 127,343 68.3807 90.1779 150,813
67,1392 69,7204 49.9704 100,628 55,6954 83,5509
87,8518 65,4219 46,0089 99.7638 70,618 68.8197
57.6761 60.6323 97,6046 28,9226 105,675 161,512
76,7441 34.6701 100.005 92.9928 83,847 131,23
28,3898 45.1393 121,205 58,609 90.6764 143,148
100,756 76.5912 81.095 66,2577 54.4219 120,924
95,2687 84,7287 77,8459 113,838 68.6426 150,555
52.4645 29,8169 82.5504 97,7723 93,5386 159,586
77.0236 54.2102 81.9152 30.8531 91.8584 114,895

75,875 27,796 75.8241 78.3154 63,3902 67,3798
88.3038 61,6777 142,412 31.1697 97,1376 162,793
56,8981 38.7693 60.2007 63,218 83.2983 117,559
37,1288 66.2399 89,4768 66,232 55,0602 73,3693
79.7611 70.0805 117.84 118,798 59.7839 88,8489
39,1143 61,3491 79.1993 125,896 83.9736 107,532
115,213 39.2417 87,1935 96,4737 48.7205 80,0173
80,6888 33.4919 120,902 23.7433 43.3521 182.15
86.0728 55.0125 103,035 76.0936 28.9351 92,2025
67,0099 89,4436 77,9327 97.6996 64.9107 130,389
99.5479 70.9674 59.9794 62.0816 122.447 79,2537
57,2393 34.9773 101,462 84.3164 117,739 103,437
62.3022 75,1562 98.3526 73,7642 59.32 82,6472
1 '2.389 74,4598 84.5399 74.3534 70.0295 131,91
68,2575 50,9266 57.6702 58.8526 66.5524 110,313
62.3524 69.7815 80,5675 71.8907 64,1714 88,6391
81,1248 21.6487 66.5843 76.5431 54.7656 111,457
123,717 67.9849 68.3868 120,029 74,61 197,177
71,5745 41,1732 78.7123 69,6946 69.6055 99,1083
93.6243 59,1721 68.4741 77.4633 87,0216 68,2486
68,4698 51,35 104,657 133,447 41,4822 102,371
76.6662 102,773 52.5639 28.8663 63,115 94,1852
37,1046 48.9694 111,307 106,367 120,1 74,9673
92.9548 30,2371 58.2788 113,602 57,4219 94,8641
88.2201 40,5338 68.2159 73,412 68.6465 121,436
60,6425 90,7264 116,883 88,3343 40.8249 160,442
97,9073 54,3316 67.8512 87,579 52,8622 123,113
67.7346 83.3861 67.0929 104,315 40,7009 165,803
43.0812 41,2891 65,6922 102,775 80,6446 101,011
55.1773 26.9823 71,0463 40,3583 37.4392 116,914
77,2396 93.3203 80,6109 97,0282 75.7777 104.93
99.6482 62,5926 87.9372 88,5158 130.58 62,7758
66,2683 33,5075 54.1472 60.6601 71.9701 173,913
54.0771 51.8481 51,4711 46.1243 81.7325 53,6952
61,4103 47,799 90,3052 71.8837 66.8016 117,627

66,286 35.2092 89,2722 99.4946 84,4962 170.61



46,1313 34,7046 92,8721 38,5715 63.8933 114,115
43,4471 85.5761 72,1481 36,0551 63,0922 146,706
44,3464 46,6345 75.5198 127,12 123,237 202,371
90.4822 40.9482 56.4321 61,4731 63,3925 88,9092

55,056 64,3319 67,0897 40,045 38.4166 107,907
105,535 33.7875 46.0692 59,4897 67,4827 135,118
83,8612 75,5993 112,712 62.6919 87.1898 60,0727
47,7996 33.1136 94.9513 92,6772 59,0854 174.468
75,7887 81,659 122,303 108,207 49,2341 139,451
35,8897 38.8096 91,3213 37.8465 95,5217 79,228
85,2863 51,2989 97,3269 94,4032 94,5396 115,698
63,1513 64.2598 122,086 91,2461 36,6122 124.88
52,0396 61,1354 68,4276 73.4983 71,314 151,674
112.917 34.0066 112,051 55,643 27.6294 105,169
60.0087 73.9141 104,391 79,109 56,3773 109,401
65,7575 63.8889 88,8867 73.6042 84.7503 92,7718
121,615 92.1114 69,7579 87.3621 55,407 86,41
77,8566 75,109 71,586 57,5726 74.4022 114,286
101,449 113,112 76.7226 70,4488 41,9381 95,1502
68,6254 60,7109 100,902 122,996 84.1864 84,0371
65,0346 64,7745 96,1242 149,755 97.6426 146,875

51,795 63.2432 116,479 108,652 54.2698 109,8
41,3256 36.8473 126,7 118,558 65,7757 148,798
71,5451 40,1561 167,776 89,5876 101,485 137,089

69,952 28,811 110,488 66,8222 58,582 107.75
133,381 42,4953 116,221 65,3009 99,8184 70,4682
74,2255 123,317 56,7751 30.0705 100,776 137,731
63,0131 67,0191 90.4888 52,704 93.7296 63,424
45,7561 25,0351 88,3273 81,171 67,9828 54,8
31,5374 74.0226 92.8329 79,9851 47,0198 99,8966
91,7204 35,9724 119,583 96.9474 49,1768 138,926
43,4863 62.6667 100,694 76.2962 57,7455 155,678
98,1745 29.7325 100,433 62.7363 78.8093 136,685
37.8413 55,2859 59,3459 87.1696 58.0567 151,727
46,6906 47.6452 151,596 87.8346 66,67 120,742
67,9638 65.6031 46,5913 137,911 65,8217 119,454

73,393 58,3663 56,569 81,7017 47,7982 60,3148
63,536 48.9485 71,4768 52,1357 82,9366 90,0955

93,1567 52,8638 88.5174 89.2332 75,2476 121,752
90,6595 42,263 67,0684 35,783 120,01 88,9175
111,013 34,9231 107,422 51.0342 29.7907 101,989
64.7605 43.6952 82.1222 48.7752 82.3479 137,88
83.9055 49.6696 99.0881 95,983 86.7869 177,594
34,3672 35.7475 115.08 93.5799 60.4899 89,5443
44,8704 46.3556 102,372 93.9571 78.8839 103,787
69.8591 57.3128 131,621 48,3169 50.6418 103,579
72,5254 56.0975 87,7392 78,5042 71,37 114,439
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